**ACADEMY GAMES**

**CONFLICT OF HEROES:**

**GUADALCANAL**

It is December 7, 1941, and war explodes across the Pacific when the Japanese attack the American fleet at Pearl Harbor. By May 1942, Japan has spread across the Pacific and is threatening America's supply lines to Australia after building an airfield on the island of Guadalcanal. In Guadalcanal, players control platoons and companies of individual squads and tanks to resolve the same tactical dilemmas that commanders faced during some of the most ferocious engagements of WWII.

Scheduled to ship in March 2016.

**TAP BF4205**...............................$5.99

**FROZEN TUFT**

**FROZEN TUFT**

**WOODLAND TUFT**

**FROZEN TUFT**

**WINTER TUFT**

**SWAMP TUFT**

**HIGHLAND TUFT**

**RAZOR WIRE, 3M**

**THE ARMY PAINTER WARGAMING SET**

This set gives you all the physical tools you need to inflict tabletop devastation on your enemies. The rest is up to you. The Wargaming Set is comprised of: the “Markerlight” laser pointer, the “TargeLock” laser line, the “RangeFinder” tap measure, 36 dice including detachable dice pouch (six green and 30 red dice), 24gm super glue, and a zip-locked carrying case. Scheduled to ship in February 2015.

TAP ST5115...............................$34.99

**ALDERAC ENTERTAINMENT GROUP**

**DOOMTOWN RELOADED:**

**EXPANSION SADDLEBAG 9 - BAD MEDICINE**

A Saddlebag expansion for Doomsday Reloaded, Bad Medicine features 84 cards with a Story Sheet about the latest movers and shakers in the town of Gomarr, Scheduled to ship in February 2016.

AEG 5913.................................$14.99

**THE SURVIVOR**

**ESCAPE: ZOMBIE CITY**

**ESCAPE: THE CURSE OF THE TEMPLE TRAPS EXPANSION 3**

This third expansion to Escape: The Curse of the Temple adds trap chambers, in which you'll be stuck until you roll the dice correctly or somebody saves you. If the countdown runs out and you did not succeed, something bad will surely happen! Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

ASMOD EE Q-010082..........................$34.99

**ASMODEE EDITIONS**

**ONITAMA**

A member of Arcane Wonder’s Dice Tower Essentials family of games, Onitama is a simple, elegant, abstract game of martial tactics. Scheduled to ship in March 2016.

PSI AWGDTE020CN..........................$29.99

**ESCAPE:**

**SMASH UP: IT’S YOUR FAULT EXPANSION**

It’s Your Fault unleashes four new factions into the Smash Up arena: Sharks, Superheroes, Greek Myth, and Dragons!

Scheduled to ship in March 2016.

AEG 5509.................................$19.99

**SMASH UP**

**ESCAPE: ZOMBIE CITY**

**THE SURVIVOR CHRONICLES EXPANSION 1**

Take your chances as a tough policeman, a clever nerd, or a fearless grandma, and use your unique skills to sublime the zombie apocalypse. To keep this from being a walk in the park, you’ll face an array of challenges on your way out of the city in this expansion for Escape: Zombie City. Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

ASMOD EE Q-010112..........................$34.99

**KEY**

There are symbols and terms found throughout Game Trade Magazine. They mean the following:

- **PI**: Your store will set the price for all items labeled “PI”. Check with your retailer

- **O/A**: These items have been offered before in Game Trade Magazine and are available again for you to order. Don’t forget to order what you missed the first time.

**AUTOLOCK**

**TEOR**

**OFFERED AGAIN (O/A)**

**ALLIANCE GAME DISTRIBUTORS**

**SPOTLIGHT ON**

**GAME TRADE MAGAZINE #193**

**GTM** contains articles on gameplay, previews and reviews, game related fiction, and self contained games and game modules, along with solicitation information on upcoming game releases.

GTM 193.................................$3.99
**GAMES**

**SHAKESPEARE**
In Shakespeare, the play is the thing! You have six days to put together the best possible theatrical performance and the company that gets the most flattering reviews wins! Assemble a talented troupe to wow the crowd and critics alike! Choose your actions wisely, opening night is fast approaching! Scheduled to ship in November 2015. ASM SHAK01 $49.99

**AVALANCHE PRESS**

**DEFIANT RUSSIA**
In the early morning hours of June 22nd, 1941, Axis armies - German, Romanian, and Finnish - launched a sneak attack on the Soviet Union, touching off the greatest conflict in human history. Millions of men fought and died in what became known as the Great Patriotic War, which would ultimately end with the Red Army mounting its battle flags over the ruins of Berlin. A fast-playing game focusing on the Axis invasion of the Soviet Union known as “Operation Barbarossa”, this new, revised edition of Defiant Russia features new rules, more pieces, more maps, more scenarios, and more strategic fun! Scheduled to ship in March 2016. APL 0050 $44.99

**PANZER GRENAINDER: INVASION 1944**
Based on the battles waged by American troops in the days following the landings in Normandy, Invasion 1944 is specifically designed to introduce new players to the Panzer Grenadier system, as players command the troops, tanks, and artillery of the U.S Army and the German Wehrmacht using leaders to activate and move forces. This updated edition of Invasion 1944 features two new maps by Guy Riessen depicting the bocage and farmlands of Normandy, 176 new playing pieces, and 21 new scenarios by ace designer Mike Perryman based on actions of the U.S. Army’s 29th “Blue and Gray” Infantry Division. Scheduled to ship in March 2016. APL 0332 $44.99

**DRAGONBALL SUPER CHOZOUSHU FIGURES**
Two of your favorite Dragonball Z characters kick off a new collectible figure collection, the Dragonball Super Chooushu series! Vegeta and Beerus are each crafted of PVC and stand roughly 5 1/2” tall. Scheduled to ship in May 2016. BEERUS BAI 695471 PL VEGETA BAI 695469 PL

**DRAGONBALL SUPER MASTER STARS PIECE SON GOHAN SPECIAL VERSION FIGURE**
The best quality figure series in size and sculpting quality continues with this powerful 8” figure of the Dragonball hero. Scheduled to ship in May 2016. BAI 695787 PL

**DRAGONBALL SUPER WORLD COLLECTIBLE FIGURE V1 FIGURES**
Set a decade-and-a-half after the conclusion of Dragonball Z, Dragonball Super imagines a newly peaceful world in the wake of Majin Boo’s defeat. The fan-favorite characters, now much older, are reimagined as 2 3/4” tall figures for the first series of Dragonball Super World Collectible Figures. Choose from Goku, Vegeta, Super Saiyan Trunks, and Champa. Scheduled to ship in June 2016. GOKU BAI 695497 PL KIBITO BAI 695503 PL SHAMPA BAI 695499 PL SUPREME KAI BAI 695502 PL TTD BAI 695501 PL VEGETA BAI 695498 PL

**DRAGONBALL Z DELUXE FIGURE CHOZOUSHU V3 FIGURES**
Chaoz and Vegeta are the latest DXF Chooushu figures made with the full cooperation of Hiroyuki Nakazawa, who crafted over a hundred Dragon Ball figures in 15 years. Scheduled to ship in June 2016. CHAOZ BAI 696003 PL VEGETA BAI 696002 PL

**GINTAMA CREATOR X CREATOR FIGURES**
Banpresto brings Gintama to its Creator (sculptor) x Creator (photographer) series, where collaborations in figure design which makes cool art displays. Scheduled to ship in June 2016. TDB 1 BAI 696045 PL TDB 2 BAI 696046 PL
HAIKYUU CHIBI-KYUN-CHARA

CLIMAX V1 FIGURES
These Chibi-Kyun-Chara of three mystery characters from the hit anime stand approximately 2-1/2” tall on display stands. Scheduled to ship in June 2016.

TBD 1  BAI 696020 ..................................... PI
TBD 2  BAI 696022 ..................................... PI
TBD 3  BAI 696023 ..................................... PI

HAIKYUU CHIBI-KYUN-CHARA

CLIMAX V2 FIGURES
These Chibi-Kyun-Chara of three mystery characters from the hit anime stand approximately 2-1/2” tall on display stands. Scheduled to ship in June 2016.

TBD 1  BAI 696026 ..................................... PI
TBD 2  BAI 696027 ..................................... PI
TBD 3  BAI 696028 ..................................... PI

HAIKYUU CHIBI-KYUN-CHARA

FIGURES
The players of the Karasuno High School Volleyball Club from the hit anime Haikyuu! have been recreated as stylized chibi-styled figures as part of Banpresto’s Creator x Creator series brings sculptors and photographers to collaborate in figure designs that make cool art displays! This 7-1/2” tall figure of Tobio Kageyama from the hit anime Haikyuu! is by modeling artist VAROQ & photographer Soji Oshima and available in Regular and Special Color Versions. Scheduled to ship in June 2016.

REGULAR VERSION  BAI 696030 ..................................... PI
SPECIAL VERSION  BAI 696031 ..................................... PI

HAIKYUU DXF FIGURES
In response to great demand, Banpresto releases a new series of Haikyuu! DXF figures, this time starring Tetsuro Kuroo, Kenma Kozume, and Hajime Iwaizumi. Each figure stands 6 3/4” tall and comes with a display base. Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

HAJIME IWAIZUMI  BAI 695513 ..................................... PI
KENMA KODUME  BAI 695511 ..................................... PI
TETSURO KUROO  BAI 695510 ..................................... PI
OKIWA FIGURE  BAI 695512 ..................................... PI

IDOLMASTER CINDERELLA

GIRLS CHIBI-KYUN-CHARA

HAPPY FIGURES
From the social media phenomenon The Idolm@ster Cinderella Girls come three more chibi-styled figures as part of Banpresto’s Chibi-Kyun-Chara figure series! Choose from Ranko Kanzaki, under the alias “Rosenburg Engel” or Riina or Miku in their debut Asterisk costumes. Each figure comes with a display base and stands 2 3/8” tall. Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

MIKU  BAI 695507 ..................................... PI
ARANKO  BAI 695505 ..................................... PI
RIINA  BAI 695506 ..................................... PI

IDOLMASTER CINDERELLA GIRLS

CHIBI-KYUN-CHARA FIGURES
From the social game/anime, it’s Chieri, Anzu, and Kanako of New Generations, each measuring approximately 2-1/2” tall. Scheduled to ship in June 2016.

ANZU  BAI 696042 ..................................... PI
CHIERI  BAI 696041 ..................................... PI
KANAKO  BAI 696043 ..................................... PI

IDOLMASTER CINDERELLA

GIRLS CHIBI-KYUN-CHARA

LOVE FIGURE
Banpresto’s high quality girls figure line welcomes Anastasia as a beautiful figure from Ranko Kanzaki, under the alias “Rosenburg Engel” or Riina or Miku in their debut Asterisk costumes. Each figure comes with a display base and stands 2 3/8” tall. Scheduled to ship in June 2016.

HARUKA FIGURE
This new figure of Haruka in her Stage Dress from M@Sters of Idol World measures just over 7” tall on her display stand. Scheduled to ship in June 2016.

HARUKA FIGURE  BAI 695449 ..................................... PI

HAJIME IWAIZUMI FIGURE
Scheduled to ship in May 2016. BAI 695449 ..................................... PI

MINAMI NITTA FIGURE
Scheduled to ship in June 2016. BAI 696038 ..................................... PI
LOVE LIVE FIGURES
Collect these 5” tall figures of Eri Ayase, Niko Yazawa, and Nozomi Toujou from LoveLive! School idol Project, complete with staircase display bases. Scheduled to ship in June 2016.

- ERI AYASE
  - BA1 696037
  - PI
- NIKO YAZAWA
  - BA1 696035
  - PI
- NOZOMI TOUJOU
  - BA1 696036
  - PI
- RIN HOSHIZORA
  - BA1 695445
  - PI
- UMI SONODA
  - BA1 695784
  - PI

LOVE LIVE FIGURES
Now you can collect detailed 5” collectible figures of Eri Ayase, Niko Yazawa, and Nozomi Toujou from Love Live! School idol Project, complete with staircase display bases. Scheduled to ship in June 2016.

- ERI AYASE
  - BA1 696037
  - PI
- NIKO YAZAWA
  - BA1 696035
  - PI
- NOZOMI TOUJOU
  - BA1 696036
  - PI
- RIN HOSHIZORA
  - BA1 695445
  - PI
- UMI SONODA
  - BA1 695784
  - PI

ONE PIECE CREATOR X CREATOR HANCOCK FIGURE
These highly detailed, 6 1/4” tall busts are of the One Piece character Hancock and have been meticulously shaped by two famous Japanese designers. One is offered in gray scale coloring while the second comes in a special red and black wash. Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

- REGULAR VERSION
  - BA1 695441
  - PI
- SPECIAL VERSION
  - BA1 695442
  - PI

ONE PIECE MASTER STARS PIECE JEANS LAW FIGURES
Banpresto has ventured into the Dressrosa storyline and created this fantastic second series of highly detailed, 2 3/4” tall figures. Dressrosa is the second island visited by the Straw Hat Pirates in the New World and they travel there as part of their world domination plan. Many of the characters in this line are part of these pirate groups fighting on the island. Collect Rononoe, Usopp, Princess Mansherry, Fangirl A, or Fangirl B! Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

- LAW
  - BA1 695431
  - PI
  - BA1 695432
  - PI

ONE PIECE MASTER STARS PIECE JEANS ZORO FIGURES
Banpresto has selected by fans as the sixth character for this series of One Piece characters wearing their favorite jeans. The figure measures approximately 7” tall and comes with a figure stand. Scheduled to ship in June 2016.

- ZORO
  - BA1 695978
  - PI
  - BA1 695979
  - PI

ONE PIECE MASTER STARS PIECE JEANS PERONA FIGURES
Banpresto is proud to announce a completely new series of figures based on the world renowned anime show One Piece. The new figure series is called “Jeans Freak” and features your favorite One Piece characters wearing their favorite jeans. The newest character in the series is Trafalgar Law (two versions, each 6 3/4” tall). Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

- LAW
  - BA1 695976
  - PI
  - BA1 695977
  - PI

ONE PIECE SCULPTURE BIG ZOKKIO 4 LUFFY FIGURE
The latest figure taken from Mr. Yamauchi’s winning design in the One Piece figure tournament stands just over 6” tall. Scheduled to ship in June 2016.

- LUFFY
  - BA1 695995
  - PI

ONE PIECE MASTER STARS PIECE JEANS HANCOCK FIGURE
Boa Hancock was selected by fans as the seventh character for this series of One Piece characters in their favorite jeans. The figure measures approximately 7” tall and comes with a figure stand. Scheduled to ship in June 2016.

- HANCOCK
  - BA1 695978
  - PI
  - BA1 695979
  - PI

ONE PIECE WCF DRESSROSA V2 FIGURES
Banpresto is proud to announce a completely new series of figures based on the world renowned anime show One Piece. The new figure series is called “Jeans Freak” and features your favorite One Piece characters wearing their favorite jeans. The newest character in the series is Trafalgar Law (two versions, each 6 3/4” tall). Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

- LUFFY
  - BA1 695976
  - PI
  - BA1 695977
  - PI

ONE PIECE SCULPTURE BIG ZOKKIO 4 LUFFY FIGURE
The latest figure taken from Mr. Yamauchi’s winning design in the One Piece figure tournament stands just over 6” tall. Scheduled to ship in June 2016.

- LUFFY
  - BA1 695995
  - PI

ONE PIECE CREATOR X CREATOR HANCOCK FIGURE
These highly detailed, 6 1/4” tall busts are of the One Piece character Hancock and have been meticulously shaped by two famous Japanese designers. One is offered in gray scale coloring while the second comes in a special red and black wash. Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

- REGULAR VERSION
  - BA1 695441
  - PI
- SPECIAL VERSION
  - BA1 695442
  - PI

LOVE LIVE HANOY AO KOIZUMI FIGURE
Three more members of LOVE LIVE! have been recreated as delightful PVC figures. Seated on a stair base, Hanayo Koizumi, Rin Hoshizora, and Maki Nishikino are dressed in their school uniforms and measure 5 1/8” tall. Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

- HANAYO KOIZUMI
  - BA1 695444
  - PI

LOVE LIVE FIGURES
Now you can collect detailed 5” collectible figures of Erina Kousaka, Kotori Minami, and Umi Sonoda, each posed on a stone stair base that complements those of the other figures. Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

- ERINA KOZAKA
  - BA1 695783
  - PI
- KOTORI MINAMI
  - BA1 695786
  - PI
- UMI SONODA
  - BA1 695446
  - PI

IDOLM@STER STAR PIECE MEMORIES AZUSA MIURA FIGURE
Recreating the characters from the Idolm@ster as they perform the “Star Piece Memories” song, Banpresto’s Star Piece Memories figures are beautifully sculpted renditions of the stars of the social media phenomenon! Azusa Miura is crafted of PVC and stands 7 1/8” tall and, when matched with the other figures in the collection, will bring this musical sensation home! Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

- AZUSA MIURA
  - BA1 695447
  - PI

ONE PIECE MASTER STARS PIECE JEANS AYASE FIGURES
Banpresto is proud to announce a completely new series of figures based on the world renowned anime show One Piece. The new figure series is called “Jeans Freak” and features your favorite One Piece characters wearing their favorite jeans. The newest character in the series is Trafalgar Law (two versions, each 6 3/4” tall). Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

- ERINA KOUSAKA
  - BA1 695443
  - PI
- KOTORI MINAMI
  - BA1 695444
  - PI
- UMI SONODA
  - BA1 695784
  - PI
OPEN ANIME
The Open Core System returns with a new multi-genre game that supports all your favorite Manga and Anime themes. Scheduled to ship in January 2016. $20.00

HAQISLAM SPECIAL
DETERRENCE GROUP
AZRA’IL (AP HMG)
CVB 280477-0551 $19.15

NAVABJO OUTPOST SCENARY PACK
The scenary pack included in the USAriadna Army Pack is now available separately. This set includes ready-to-play cardboard scenery (four buildings and six containers) and a Game Mat. CVB 285057 $11.58

CRYPTOZOIC ENTERTAINMENT

DC COMICS DBG: CRISIS
EXPANSION PACK 3
The DC Universe is in peril... again! In the DC Comics Deck-building Game Crisis Expansion, you will face some of the most epic challenges, events, and destructive forces in the history of comic-dom. Crisis Expansion Pack 3 unleashes 14 ‘Impossible Mode’ Crime Syndicate Super-Villains to battle against and Crisis versions of eight oversized characters such as Lex Luthor, Sinestro, and Bane. Plus, you’ll also find six new playable, oversized characters and new main deck cards for competitive players. Scheduled to ship in March 2016. CZE 01972 $20.00

MINI FOLIO SERIES:
KHE SANH ’68
Utilizing the Cold War Era solitaire game system, Khe Sanh ’68 places you in command of United States and South Vietnamese (ARVN) forces in the campaign to relieve the USMC firebase at Khe Sanh during the Vietnam War. Scheduled to ship in November 2015. DCG 1718 $12.95

TRAVELLER RPG:
WARREN C. NORWOOD’S
DOUBLE SPIRAL WAR
When mankind left behind their old home to seek out new lands beyond the dark spaces between galaxies, they hoped to leave behind the conflict and chaos that has been their heritage. Yet, even amongst alien species, mankind still found cause to war amongst itself. Several decades before, the Sondak Confederacy, worried about the growing power of the United Central Systems, launched a war that waged for years, tearing at both societies! And in the churning wake of these two warring giants, all the races of the galaxy are turned upside down! Based on The Double Spiral War, Warren Norwood’s chronicle of interstellar combat on a vast cosmic scale, this setting book for the Savage Worlds system is your chance to make a difference in the war. Scheduled to ship in January 2016. S2P BPI1017 $30.00

ONE PIECE WORLD COLLECTABLE
FIGURE FIGHT FIGURES
These 2-1/2” tall figures of Doflamingo, Franky, Luffy, Seor Pink, Sanji, and Zoro wear special outfits, making them a must have for true One Piece fans. Scheduled to ship in June 2016.
Doflamingo
BAI 695985 $11.58
Franky
BAI 695989 $11.58
Luffy
BAI 695984 $11.58
Sanji
BAI 695987 $11.58
Seor Pink
BAI 695990 $11.58
Zoro
BAI 695986 $11.58

CORVUS BELL!

INFINITY
Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

ALEPH DACTYLS, STEEL PHALANX
SUPPORT CORPS (DOCTOR)
CVB 280847-0553 $11.58

ARIAHNA ROGER VAN ZANT,
CPT. 6TH AIRBORNE
(HEAVY PISTOL, AP CCW)
CVB 280177-0549 $11.58

DECISION GAMES

MINI FOLIO SERIES:
LETTOW-VORBECK

YU JING GIJI SQUADRONS
CVB 280378-0545 $47.40

NAVAJO OUTPOST SCENARY PACK
The scenary pack included in the USAriadna Army Pack is now available separately. This set includes ready-to-play cardboard scenery (four buildings and six containers) and a Game Mat. CVB 285057 $11.58

PLEANOCAPIA SERAPH’S, MILITARY
ORDER ARMORED CAVALRY
CVB 280281-0550 $47.40

SHADES OF MORDIA

TRAVELLER RPG:
WARREN C. NORWOOD’S
DOUBLE SPIRAL WAR
When mankind left behind their old home to seek out new lands beyond the dark spaces between galaxies, they hoped to leave behind the conflict and chaos that has been their heritage. Yet, even amongst alien species, mankind still found cause to war amongst itself. Several decades before, the Sondak Confederacy, worried about the growing power of the United Central Systems, launched a war that waged for years, tearing at both societies! And in the churning wake of these two warring giants, all the races of the galaxy are turned upside down! Based on The Double Spiral War, Warren Norwood’s chronicle of interstellar combat on a vast cosmic scale, this setting book for the Savage Worlds system is your chance to make a difference in the war. Scheduled to ship in January 2016. S2P BPI1017 $30.00

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!
MINI FOLIO SERIES: SUEZ ’56
Utilizing the Cold War Blitz solitaire game system, Suez ’56 places you in command of British, French, and Israeli forces in Operation Musketeer during the invasion of Egypt. The historical objective was to regain control of the Suez Canal and potentially remove Egypt’s President Nasser. Your mission is to achieve those objectives while avoiding the political debacle that marred the actual event. Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

DCG 1717 ...........................................$12.95

MODERN WAR #22
This issue of Modern World Orders includes New World Order Battles, a grand tactical wargame of battles that were, or could possibly be fought, in the era since the fall of the Berlin Wall and even into the near future. Two scenarios are included: Kiev, covering a hypothetical Russian clash with NATO forces at the Ukrainian capital, and a hypothetical clash between Russian and Chinese forces at the Mongolian capital. Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

DCG MW22 ...........................................$34.99

FANTASY FLIGHT GAMES

THE LORD OF THE RINGS LCG: FLIGHT OF THE STORMCALLER ADVENTURE PACK
Middle-earth’s greatest heroes set sail to regain a stolen relic in Flight of the Stormcaller, the first Adventure Pack in the Dream-chaser Cycle for The Lord of the Rings: The Card Game! Its all-new scenario pits your heroes against a crew of Corsairs in a desperate, high-seas chase and heated naval battles, and its new Leadership hero and player cards introduce new deck-building strategies. Several cards allow your group to pay extra for bonus effects, and the Noldor trait gains further support with powerful abilities that you trigger by discarding cards from your hand. Scheduled to ship in February 2016.

FFG MEC48 ...........................................$14.95

THE LORD OF THE RINGS LCG: NIGHTMARE DECKS
When it was first released, The Ring-maker Cycle of Adventure Packs for The Lord of the Rings: The Card Game gave players the rare opportunity to undertake an important quest for Saruman the White, at a point in Middle-earth’s history that his eventual treachery had not yet been revealed. Now, three new The Ring-maker Nightmare Decks allow you to relive these thrilling adventures, but this time recast in the shadows of Nightmare Mode. The enemies are deadlier, the locations are darker, and your time is more precious than ever before! Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

THE DUNLAND TRAP
FFG UMEN29 ...........................................$14.95
THE THREE TRIALS
FFG UMEN30 ...........................................$14.95
TRouble IN THARBAD
FFG UMEN31 ...........................................$14.95

STAR WARS LCG: THE FORCE AWAKENS GAMING MATS
Enhance your gaming space and immerse yourself more fully into your games of Star Wars: The Card Game with two Star Wars Gaming Mats. The Kylo Ren and First Order Gaming Mats partner bold and imposing images from Star Wars: The Force Awakens with the convenience of no-slip gaming surfaces. Each gaming mat measures approximately 24” x 14”. Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

FIRST ORDER
FFG SWS34 ........................................... Pl
KYLO REN
FFG SWS33 ........................................... Pl

END TRANSMISSION
GAMES

SPLINTER
Earth, 2471 AD. The only thing that matters is The Game. Whether you’re a trained Professional or an Amateur, you are a Player in the Splinter, an ever-changing megastructure that takes the form of a labyrinthine series of dungeon levels. At any time, any part of any level can transform, move, or disappear entirely. In the Splinter, everything is out to kill you! And when you die in the Splinter, you die an Earth! Will you become a star, or a smear on someone else’s highlight reel? Scheduled to ship in January 2016.

S2P ETG10000 ...........................................$29.99

STAR WARS LCG: PRESS THE ATTACK FORCE PACK
Forge an alliance with the Ewok tribes, lead your elite strike team to assault the shield generator, or use the Death Star’s superlaser to destroy the Rebel fleet. As part of the Ender Cycle for Star Wars: The Card Game, Press the Attack invites you to experience the climactic events of Return of the Jedi as you reenact the movie or create your own stories. Within this Force Pack you’ll find a renewed focus on Ender objectives, gain the support of the Ewoks with C-3PO, and battle your foes as the dark side Force user, Maw. Scheduled to ship in February 2016.

FFG SWC28 ...........................................$14.95

WORLD OF WARCRAFT CHRONICLE VOLUME 1 HC
Journey through an age of myth and legend, long before the Horde and the Alliance. This definitive tome reveals untold stories about the birth of the cosmos, the rise of ancient empires, and the forces that shaped Azeroth. Featuring original art, this is the first in a multipart series exploring the rich lore of the Warcraft universe, from the distant past to the modern era. Scheduled to ship in March 2016.

DIA 682128 ........................................... Pl

DIAMOND COMIC DISTRIBUTORS

MINI FOLIO SERIES: SUEZ ’56
Utilizing the Cold War Blitz solitaire game system, Suez ’56 places you in command of British, French, and Israeli forces in Operation Musketeer during the invasion of Egypt. The historical objective was to regain control of the Suez Canal and potentially remove Egypt’s President Nasser. Your mission is to achieve those objectives while avoiding the political debacle that marred the actual event. Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

DCG 1717 ...........................................$12.95

MODERN WAR #22
This issue of Modern World Orders includes New World Order Battles, a grand tactical wargame of battles that were, or could possibly be fought, in the era since the fall of the Berlin Wall and even into the near future. Two scenarios are included: Kiev, covering a hypothetical Russian clash with NATO forces at the Ukrainian capital, and a hypothetical clash between Russian and Chinese forces at the Mongolian capital. Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

DCG MW22 ...........................................$34.99

FANTASY FLIGHT GAMES

THE LORD OF THE RINGS LCG: FLIGHT OF THE STORMCALLER ADVENTURE PACK
Middle-earth’s greatest heroes set sail to regain a stolen relic in Flight of the Stormcaller, the first Adventure Pack in the Dream-chaser Cycle for The Lord of the Rings: The Card Game! Its all-new scenario pits your heroes against a crew of Corsairs in a desperate, high-seas chase and heated naval battles, and its new Leadership hero and player cards introduce new deck-building strategies. Several cards allow your group to pay extra for bonus effects, and the Noldor trait gains further support with powerful abilities that you trigger by discarding cards from your hand. Scheduled to ship in February 2016.

FFG MEC48 ...........................................$14.95

THE LORD OF THE RINGS LCG: NIGHTMARE DECKS
When it was first released, The Ring-maker Cycle of Adventure Packs for The Lord of the Rings: The Card Game gave players the rare opportunity to undertake an important quest for Saruman the White, at a point in Middle-earth’s history that his eventual treachery had not yet been revealed. Now, three new The Ring-maker Nightmare Decks allow you to relive these thrilling adventures, but this time recast in the shadows of Nightmare Mode. The enemies are deadlier, the locations are darker, and your time is more precious than ever before! Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

THE DUNLAND TRAP
FFG UMEN29 ...........................................$14.95
THE THREE TRIALS
FFG UMEN30 ...........................................$14.95
TRouble IN THARBAD
FFG UMEN31 ...........................................$14.95

STAR WARS LCG: THE FORCE AWAKENS GAMING MATS
Enhance your gaming space and immerse yourself more fully into your games of Star Wars: The Card Game with two Star Wars Gaming Mats. The Kylo Ren and First Order Gaming Mats partner bold and imposing images from Star Wars: The Force Awakens with the convenience of no-slip gaming surfaces. Each gaming mat measures approximately 24” x 14”. Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

FIRST ORDER
FFG SWS34 ........................................... Pl
KYLO REN
FFG SWS33 ........................................... Pl

WORLD OF WARCRAFT CHRONICLE VOLUME 1 HC
Journey through an age of myth and legend, long before the Horde and the Alliance. This definitive tome reveals untold stories about the birth of the cosmos, the rise of ancient empires, and the forces that shaped Azeroth. Featuring original art, this is the first in a multipart series exploring the rich lore of the Warcraft universe, from the distant past to the modern era. Scheduled to ship in March 2016.

DIA 682128 ........................................... Pl
**STAR WARS: REBELLION**
The fate of a Galaxy Far, Far Away... is in your hands with Star Wars: Rebellion! Experience the Galactic Civil War like never before as you control the entire Galactic Empire or the fledgling Rebel Alliance, commanding starships, accounting for troop movements, and rallying systems to your cause, all while directing a handful of iconic heroes and villains to undertake dramatic secret missions. Featuring more than 150 plastic miniatures and a two-piece game board that accounts for 32 of the Star Wars galaxy’s most notable systems, Star Wars: Rebellion balances the grandeur of the classic Star Wars trilogy with a cinematic focus on its key characters, including Leia Organa, Mon Mothma, Grand Moff Tarkin, and Emperor Palpatine. Scheduled to ship in February 2016. FFG SW03 ................................................................. $99.95

**NUCLEAR WAR CARD GAME 50TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION**
It’s a Blast! Celebrating its 50th Anniversary, the award-winning Nuclear War Card Game is a humorous confrontation between touchy world powers as players attempt to sway their opponents’ populations with diplomacy, propaganda, and, finally, nuclear weaponry! Scheduled to ship in December 2015. F6 6030 ......................................................... $39.95

**SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE:**
This Enemy Pack for use with Shadows of Brimstone features a single XL Enemy with two Targa Plateau Threat Cards for Damaged Guardians and three Epic Threat Cards including one calling for two Guardians. Scheduled to ship in December 2015. FFP 07E02 ......................................................... $29.95

**HERE, KITTY, KITTY!**
Your neighborhood has a cat problem! The problem is that all those cats don’t belong to YOU! Everyone in the neighborhood wants to claim those adorable kittens for themselves. Outwit your fellow feline friends as you lure cats onto your property, move cats into your house, and steal cats from your neighbors. All’s fair in love and cat collecting in Here, Kitty, Kitty! Scheduled to ship in March 2016. PSI FSD2002 ......................................................... $24.95

**SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE:**
This Deluxe Enemy Pack for use with Shadows of Brimstone includes three of each of the Void Hound and Void Sorcerer Enemy types, complete with Threat Cards for both the Swamps of Jargono and the Mines. Scheduled to ship in December 2015. FFP 07DE01 ......................................................... $39.95

**FLYING BUFFALO**
**FLYING FROG PRODUCTIONS**

**FIRESIDE GAMES**

**BEARS! 2ND EDITION**
In this frantically risky dice-pairing frenzy, shoot bears and run from tents for a few points, or take a risk and score big by sleeping through the attack! But watch out! If Bears are left at the end of the round, your sleeping campers are done for! Scheduled to ship in March 2016. PSI FSD3001N ......................................................... $19.95

**SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE:**
**SERPENTMEN OF JARGONO DELUXE ENEMY PACK**
The Shadows of Brimstone: Serpentmen of Jargono Deluxe Enemy Pack adds six Serpentmen Warriors and a Serpentman Shaman as Enemies, complete with Threat Cards for both the Swamps of Jargono and the Mines. Scheduled to ship in January 2016. FFP 07DE03 ......................................................... $39.95

**SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE:**
**GUARDIAN OF TARGA XL ENEMY PACK**
This Enemy Pack for use with Shadows of Brimstone features a single XL Enemy with two Targa Plateau Threat Cards for Damaged Guardians and three Epic Threat Cards including one calling for two Guardians. Scheduled to ship in December 2015. FFP 07E02 ......................................................... $29.95

**SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE:**
**HELL VERMIN ENEMY PACK**
This Deluxe Enemy Pack for use with Shadows of Brimstone includes three of each of the Void Hound and Void Sorcerer Enemy types, complete with Threat Cards for both the Swamps of Jargono and the Mines. Scheduled to ship in December 2015. FFP 07DE01 ......................................................... $39.95

**SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE:**
**NEXUS OF POWER HARDCOVER**
STAR WARS RPG: Force and Destiny Nexus of Power Hardcover
At certain places throughout the galaxy, known as vergences, the Force is extraordinarily strong. The most renowned Jedi temples rest atop these sites; and some planets like Ilum, Dagobah, and Ossus also share deep connections with the Force. Nexus of Power, a sourcebook for the Star Wars: Force and Destiny Roleplaying Game, details these miraculous sites, introducing four new playable species (Aleena, Bardottans, Devaronians, and Gungans) and eight modular encounters which can be played as single-session adventures or used as launching points for extensive campaigns. Scheduled to ship in February 2016. FFG SWF29 ................................................................. $39.95

**STAR WARS: REBELLION**
The fate of a Galaxy Far, Far Away... is in your hands with Star Wars: Rebellion! Experience the Galactic Civil War like never before as you control the entire Galactic Empire or the fledgling Rebel Alliance, commanding starships, accounting for troop movements, and rallying systems to your cause, all while directing a handful of iconic heroes and villains to undertake dramatic secret missions. Featuring more than 150 plastic miniatures and a two-piece game board that accounts for 32 of the Star Wars galaxy’s most notable systems, Star Wars: Rebellion balances the grandeur of the classic Star Wars trilogy with a cinematic focus on its key characters, including Leia Organa, Mon Mothma, Grand Moff Tarkin, and Emperor Palpatine. Scheduled to ship in February 2016. FFG SW03 ................................................................. $99.95

**SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE:**
**SERPENTMEN OF JARGONO**
This Deluxe Enemy Pack for use with Shadows of Brimstone includes three of each of the Void Hound and Void Sorcerer Enemy types, complete with Threat Cards for both the Swamps of Jargono and the Mines. Scheduled to ship in December 2015. FFP 07DE01 ......................................................... $39.95

**SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE:**
**SERPENTMEN OF JARGONO**
The Shadows of Brimstone: Serpentmen of Jargono Deluxe Enemy Pack adds six Serpentmen Warriors and a Serpentman Shaman as Enemies, complete with Threat Cards for both the Swamps of Jargono and the Mines. Scheduled to ship in January 2016. FFP 07DE03 ......................................................... $39.95

**NUCLEAR WAR CARD GAME 50TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION**
It’s a Blast! Celebrating its 50th Anniversary, the award-winning Nuclear War Card Game is a humorous confrontation between touchy world powers as players attempt to sway their opponents’ populations with diplomacy, propaganda, and, finally, nuclear weaponry! Scheduled to ship in December 2015. F6 6030 ......................................................... $39.95

**SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE:**
**HELL VERMIN ENEMY PACK**
This Deluxe Enemy Pack for use with Shadows of Brimstone includes three of each of the Void Hound and Void Sorcerer Enemy types, complete with Threat Cards for both the Swamps of Jargono and the Mines. Scheduled to ship in December 2015. FFP 07DE01 ......................................................... $39.95

**FLYING BUFFALO**

**FLYING FROG PRODUCTIONS**

**FIRESIDE GAMES**

**BEARS! 2ND EDITION**
In this frantically risky dice-pairing frenzy, shoot bears and run from tents for a few points, or take a risk and score big by sleeping through the attack! But watch out! If Bears are left at the end of the round, your sleeping campers are done for! Scheduled to ship in March 2016. PSI FSD3001N ......................................................... $19.95

**SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE:**
**SERPENTMEN OF JARGONO**
The Shadows of Brimstone: Serpentmen of Jargono Deluxe Enemy Pack adds six Serpentmen Warriors and a Serpentman Shaman as Enemies, complete with Threat Cards for both the Swamps of Jargono and the Mines. Scheduled to ship in January 2016. FFP 07DE03 ......................................................... $39.95

**SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE:**
**GUARDIAN OF TARGA XL ENEMY PACK**
This Enemy Pack for use with Shadows of Brimstone features a single XL Enemy with two Targa Plateau Threat Cards for Damaged Guardians and three Epic Threat Cards including one calling for two Guardians. Scheduled to ship in December 2015. FFP 07E02 ......................................................... $29.95

**SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE:**
**HELL VERMIN ENEMY PACK**
This Deluxe Enemy Pack for use with Shadows of Brimstone includes three of each of the Void Hound and Void Sorcerer Enemy types, complete with Threat Cards for both the Swamps of Jargono and the Mines. Scheduled to ship in December 2015. FFP 07DE01 ......................................................... $39.95
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!

GAMES

**SHADOWS OF BRIMSTONE: SWAMP SLUGS OF JARGONO ENEMY PACK**
Scheduled to ship in January 2016.
GF9 07E04 .......................................................... $19.95

**BRITISH DICE SET**
GF9 TANKS17................................. $12.99

**BRITISH SHERMAN V AND SHERMAN FIREFLY**
GF9 TANKS07............................... $9.99

**NORMANDY GAME MAT 36" X 36"**
GF9 TANKS20.............................. $39.99

**TOKEN SET**
GF9 TANKS14............................... $12.99

**GAMES WORKSHOP**

**HORUS HERESY: BETRAYAL AT CALTH**
A fantastic value big box game containing the first-ever Horus Heresy Space Marines miniatures, the Horus Heresy: Betrayal at Calth boxed set comes complete with 38 new Space Marine miniatures, including Ultramarines Captain Aethon, Word Bearers Chaplain Kurtha Sedd, and Sor Gharax, the Word Bearers Contemptor Dreadnought, as well as a rulebook containing six exciting scenarios, four double-sided board tiles, 42 reference, command, and damage cards, 12 unique dice, assorted gaming counters, and Ultramarines and Word Bearers transfer sheets. Scheduled to ship in November 2015.
GAW HH1-60 ................................. $150.00

**BLOOD ANGEL TAG**
GAW 65-40 ................................. $6.50

**CRUSADE TAG**
GAW 65-39 ................................. $6.50

**DARK ANGEL TAG**
GAW 65-43 ................................. $6.50

**SPACE WOLF TAG**
GAW 65-41 ................................. $6.50

**ULTRAMARINE TAG**
GAW 65-42 ................................. $6.50

**CITADEL PAINT**

**AGRAX EARTHSHADE**
GAW 24-15 ................................. $7.50

**ATHONIAN CAMOSHADE**
GAW 24-21 ................................. $7.50

**BIEL TAN GREEN**
GAW 24-19 ................................. $7.50

**CARROBURG CRIMSON**
GAW 24-13 ................................. $7.50

**CASANDORA YELLOW**
GAW 24-18 ................................. $7.50

**COELIA GREENSHADE**
GAW 24-22 ................................. $7.50

**DRAKENHOF NIGHTSHADE**
GAW 24-17 ................................. $7.50

**DRUCHII VIOLET**
GAW 24-16 ................................. $7.50

**DRIY PAINTS**

**ASTORATH RED**
GAW 23-17 ................................. $4.25

**CHRONUS BLUE**
GAW 23-19 ................................. $4.25

**DAWNSTONE**
GAW 23-29 ................................. $4.25

**GOLDFAG BROWN**
GAW 23-26 ................................. $4.25

**HOETH BLUE**
GAW 23-20 ................................. $4.25

**IMRIL BLUE**
GAW 23-18 ................................. $4.25

**NIBLET GREEN**
GAW 23-24 ................................. $4.25

**NURGUNG GREEN**
GAW 23-25 ................................. $4.25

**SET**
GAW 60-24-NEW ......................... $45.00

**SIGNARITE**
GAW 23-30 ................................. $4.25

**STORMFANG**
GAW 23-21 ................................. $4.25

**SYLVANETH BARK**
GAW 23-28 ................................. $4.25

**VERMINLORD HIDE**
GAW 23-27 ................................. $4.25

**WRACK WHITE**
GAW 23-22 ................................. $4.25

**FUEGAN ORANGE**
GAW 24-20 ................................. $7.50

**NULN OIL**
GAW 24-14 ................................. $7.50

**WARHAMMER 40K**

**ARMIES OF EXPANSION**
GAW 56-04-60 ............................. $20.00

**CODEX: TAU EMPIRE**
On the Eastern Fringe of the galaxy, a new power is rising. The Tau seek to bring enlightenment to a barbaric era, and any who refuse to join their unified cause are swiftly shown the error of their ways. Led by their mysterious Ethereal caste, the Tau are confident and ambitious. With advanced weaponry and an understanding of the art of warfare, world after world has fallen to the Tau Empire. The very stars themselves will be reforged in the cause of the Greater Good! This Warhammer 40K Codex reveals the story of how the Tau united to begin their expansion across the galaxy, as well as a description of, and rules for, the deadly warriors of the Fire caste, the alien auxiliaries that support them, and the sophisticated weapons and sleek vehicles of the Tau, including a comprehensive army list.
GAW 56-01-60-NEW ..................... $49.50

**WATER POTS**
Contains one printed ceramic water pot (mug) in a card display box.

**KHORNE RED**
GAW 60-34-......................... $17.00

**LEADBELCHER**
GAW 60-32-......................... $17.00

**RETRIBUTOR ARMOUR**
GAW 60-31-......................... $17.00

**WAAAGH! FLESH**
GAW 60-33-......................... $17.00

**DATACARDS: RAVEN GUARD**
GAW 48-06-60-......................... $13.50

**DUNGEONS & DRAGONS: TYRANTS OF THE UNDERDARK BOARD GAME**
Scheduled to ship in March 2016.
GF9 74001 ........................................... $70.00

**TANKS**
Scheduled to ship in March 2016.

**BRITISH COMET**
GF9 TANKS09 .............................. $9.99

**BRITISH CROMWELL**
GF9 TANKS08 .............................. $9.99
MUNITORUM BATTLEPACK
CASE HARNESS
This secure, handy backpack features straps which allow it to securely hold either a Crusade Figure Case, two Battle Figure Cases, or three Skirmish cases, as well as pockets to hold books and dice.
GAW 60-40 $90.00

DATACARDS: WHITE SCARS
GAW 48-04-60 $13.50

TAU EMPIRE TIDEWALL DRONEPORT
GAW 56-52 $50.00

TAU EMPIRE TIDEWALL GUNRIG
GAW 56-50 $60.00

TAU EMPIRE TIDEWALL SHIELDLINE
GAW 56-51 $55.00

TAU EMPIRE COMMANDER
GAW 56-22 $50.00

TAU EMPIRE TX4 PIRANHA
GAW 56-19-NEW $30.00

TAU EMPIRE TY7 DEVILFISH
GAW 56-10-NEW $38.00

DATACARDS: TAU EMPIRE
GAW 56-02-60 $13.50

TAU EMPIRE PATHFINDER TEAM
GAW 56-09-NEW $35.00

TAU EMPIRE XV25 STEALTH BATTLESUITS
GAW 56-14-NEW $27.00

TAU EMPIRE XV88 BROADSIDE BATTLESUIT
GAW 56-15-NEW $50.00

TAU EMPIRE XV8 CRISIS BATTLESUITS
GAW 56-07-NEW $75.00

WAR ZONE DAMOCLES: KAUYON
GAW 40-04-60-NEW $74.00

WARHAMMER

AGE OF SIGMAR RANGEFINDER
GAW 65-07 $33.00

SERAPHON BASTILADON
GAW 88-08-NEW $60.00

SERAPHON CARNOSAUR
GAW 88-10-NEW $85.00

SERAPHON SAURUS GUARDS
GAW 88-12-NEW $55.00

SERAPHON SAURUS KNIGHTS
GAW 88-11-NEW $35.00

BATTLEFORME: SERAPHON
GAW 88-01-60-NEW $49.50

SERAPHON BASTILADON
GAW 88-08-NEW $60.00

SERAPHON CARNOSAUR
GAW 88-10-NEW $85.00

SERAPHON SAURUS GUARDS
GAW 88-12-NEW $55.00

SERAPHON SAURUS KNIGHTS
GAW 88-11-NEW $35.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SERAPHON SAURUS WARRIORS</td>
<td>GAW 88-06-NEW</td>
<td>$38.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERAPHON STEGADON</td>
<td>GAW 88-09-NEW</td>
<td>$58.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERAPHON STEGADON</td>
<td>GAW 88-99</td>
<td>$210.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERAPHON TERRADON RIDERS</td>
<td>GAW 88-13-NEW</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKINK STARPRIEST</td>
<td>GAW 88-16</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKINK STARPRIEST</td>
<td>GAW 88-07-NEW</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WARHAMMER: VISIONS ISSUE 22**
NOVEMBER 2015
GAW WV22-60 ......................$12.00

**COMBAT COMMANDER: BATTLE PACK 7 - LEADER OF MEN**
Combat Commander Tournament Battle Pack #7 - Leader of Men features twelve scenarios, two new maps, a tournament guidelines booklet, and a tournament record card template. Scheduled to ship in November 2015.
GMT 1512 ................................$20.00

---

**Build Your BUSINESS!**

- Educational Seminars for Retailers & Publishers
- Premiere Presentations from Top Manufacturers
- Retailer Appreciation Package Worth $1000+

**GAMA Trade Show 2016**
Bally’s, Las Vegas
March 14-18, 2016
preregister at
www.GAMATradeShow.com
Make Your Plans to Attend NOW!
DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS: CORE RULES - LIMITED EDITION

As the fourth printing, Goodman Games has commissioned a special limited-edition cover from popular OSR artist Peter Mullen! Scheduled to ship in January 2016.

PETER MULLEN
IMP GMG5070M .................. $59.99
PETER MULLEN SLIPCOVER
IMP GMG5070C .................. $79.99
SILVER FOIL
IMP GMG5070F .................. $59.99

FIFTY FANTASTIC FUNCTIONS FOR THE D50

For years, legendary gaming icon Colonel Lou Zocchi has sold the esoteric 50-sided die at his convention booths. Now Goodman Games brings you, at long last, Fifty Fantastic Functions for the D50! From randomized tables to customized game mechanics, this engaging and informative book contains more than 50 entries describing how to use the D50. Scheduled to ship in January 2016.

IMP GMG4379 .................. $19.99

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS: SEZREKAN’S SANGUINIVOROUS SOLIDS DICE SET

From whence comes the blood sorcerer Sezrekan, none can say, yet it is known that his physical appearance is always presaged by apparitions of strange polyhedrons that crave the blood of innocents. This set contains the very dice that Sezrekan sends forth before his arrival. You can divine numerical truths from the positions in which they fall - better to spell the blood of your enemies! Contained within this tube you will find these 14 dice, ready for rolling on your table. Game on! Scheduled to ship in January 2016.

IMP GMG6042 .......................... $24.99

DUNGEON CRAWL CLASSICS: XCRahl - BOSTONCRahl

The BostonCrawl is the first fully-lethal Xcrawl event of its kind to be held in Beantown, and the locals are taking it very seriously. Get ready for DJ Molly Militia’s undead redcoats, the Hockey Stick of Doom, and a creature that is equal parts devastatingly dangerous and wicked refreshing - the beer golem! Scheduled to ship in January 2016.

IMP GMG5110 .................. $9.99

PROFESSOR PUGNACIOUS: TREACHERY ON THE TRAINS

This first expansion to Professor Pugnacious’ Portfolio of Perils, Pugilism, and Perfidy Card Game, Treachery on the Trains introduces a new Finale (“Runaway Trains”), three new types of cards (Classes, Events, and Locations), and dozens of new cards for the Main and Enemy decks, some of which have a new mechanic - “Stealth”. Scheduled to ship in December 2015.

GTG PPLG-TRAINS .......................... $14.95

VITICULTURE: ESSENTIAL EDITION

This Essential Edition of Viticulture includes the Second Edition of the worker-placement game set in the foothills of Tuscany, along with elements from the original Tuscany expansion pack, hand-picked by famed designer Uwe Rosenberg. Scheduled to ship in December 2015.

GTG STM105 .......................... $60.00

GREATER THAN GAMES

BAD MEDICINE

In Bad Medicine, players formulate pharmaceutical drugs to treat the latest malady, then pitch ‘em to get the most votes. Simple, right? Well, the folks at the lab just found another unexpected side effect! It’s nothing your marketing team can handle, right? Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

GTG FF-BADM01 .......................... $30.00

PROFESSOR PUGNACIOUS

Gothic Horrors! Steampunk Heroes! Professor Pugnacious’ Portfolio of Perils, Pugilism, and Perfidy, the card game of Victorian Combat, pits Steampunk Heroes against Gothic Horrors in a fight to be the greatest monster hunter in the world - both by defeating your adversaries, the creatures themselves, and by foiling your rivals. As one of Professor Pugnacious’ prize pupils, you and your peers set out not merely to rid the world of the horrors that infect it, but to do so better than anyone else - whether that means sabotage your classmate’s equipment, stealing another’s invention, or even forming alliances and working together to foil a more powerful rival. Scheduled to ship in December 2015.

GTG PPLG-BASE .......................... $39.95

VITICULTURE: ESSENTIAL UPGRADE PACK


GTG STM106 .......................... $15.00

YASHIMA

Scheduled to ship in March 2016.

MINI STATUS TOKENS (5 FIRE AND 5 PLANT)

PSI GBG0049 .......................... $15.00

ORGANIZED PLAY SCENARIO

BOOK 1 - PHENIX BURNING

PSI GBG0040 .......................... $15.00

GREENBRIER GAMES

YASHIMA

Scheduled to ship in March 2016.

MINI STATUS TOKENS (5 FIRE AND 5 PLANT)

PSI GBG0049 .......................... $15.00

ORGANIZED PLAY SCENARIO

BOOK 1 - PHENIX BURNING

PSI GBG0040 .......................... $15.00

IDW GAMES

BACK TO THE FUTURE: AN ADVENTURE THROUGH TIME

Fire up the Delorean and prepare for 1,211 Gigawatts of fun! In Back To The Future: An Adventure Through Time, 2-4 players compete to move Doc Brown’s time-traveling Delorean between three timelines (1955, 1985, and 2015) in order to make sure that key events from the movie’s plotline take place. Maneuver key characters like Marty McFly and Biff Tannen through the different timelines, ensuring they meet at just the right moment to set off iconic scenes. Scheduled to ship in March 2015.

IDW 00927 .................. $34.99

KONAMI DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT

YU-GI-OH! TCG: WING RAIDERS BOOSTER DISPLAY (24)

The Wing Raiders Special Booster Expansion for the Yu-Gi-Oh! Trading Card Game contains brand-new XYZ cards and cards from the new Yu-Gi-Oh! Oni ARC-V series! With the 60-cards introduced in Wing Raiders, Duelists can power up their XYZ strategies with new, powerful cards like Raideraptor - Satellite Cannon Falcon, and try their hand at commanding two new monster themes that’ll take their XYZ strategies to the next level - the spectral Phantom Knights and the Super Quantum mecha pilots! 9 card per pack / 24 packs per display. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.

KON 82649-D .......................... $95.76
CAULDRON PLAYMAT
Scheduled to ship in December 2015.
LGN PLM046 ........................................ Pi

PIXEL TACTICS: DELUXE
Step back into the golden age of strategy gaming with Pixel Tactics! In addition to a complete set of never-before-seen heroes, Pixel Tactics: Deluxe gives you a large storage box to keep your whole collection in one place, a bonus mini-pak expansion, and a massive rulebook that introduces new play modes, including Large-Group League Play! Scheduled to ship in January 2016.

IMP L99-PTDX ........................................ $45.00

DRAW!
Scheduled to ship in December 2015.
ART SLEEVES (50) LGN ART049 ............... Pi
DECK BOX LGN BOX049 ....................... Pi

FIREFLY FLUXX
Working in partnership with 20th Century Fox and Gale Force Nine, Looney Labs' Firefly Fluxx combines the card game's unpredictable and ever-changing rules with the futuristic Wild West characters and themes of Fox’s Firefly "Verse. Join Mal, Wash, Zoe, Inara, Kaylee, Jayne, Simon, River, Book, and more as Fluxx enters the "Verse at full speed! With the rules constantly changing, Firefly Fluxx is just as unpredictable as misbehaving in space! Scheduled to ship in March 2016.

LOO 070-........................................ $20.00

SUPER ICONIC DOUBLE MATTE SLEEVES (50)
Scheduled to ship in December 2015.
BIO LGN MAT130 .................................... Pi
FIRE LGN MAT128 ................................. Pi
LIFE LGN MAT127 ................................. Pi
SKULL LGN MAT125 .............................. Pi
SUN LGN MAT129 ................................. Pi
WATER LGN MAT126 ............................ Pi

SUPER ICONIC DECK BOX
Scheduled to ship in December 2015.
BIO LGN BOX130 ................................. Pi
FIRE LGN BOX128 ................................ Pi
LIFE LGN BOX127 ................................ Pi
SKULL LGN BOX125 .............................. Pi
SUN LGN BOX129 ................................ Pi
WATER LGN BOX126 ............................ Pi

DUNGEON SAGA:
THE RETURN OF VALANDOR
Mortibris is bent on releasing the great Demon Lord Ba’el, Bane of the Mortal Kingdoms, from his eternal confinement. With his help, Mortibris intends to achieve his long-held goal of breaking down the barriers that exist between the mortal world and the realm of the dead. He cannot be allowed to succeed! This Quest Book continues the adventures in the Dungeon Saga core game with six new scenarios. Scheduled to ship in December 2015.

MGE MGDS03 ................................. $49.99

LEVEL 99 GAMES

LEVEL 99 GAMES

LOONEY LABS

DRAW!
Scheduled to ship in December 2015.
ART SLEEVES (50) LGN ART049 ............... Pi
DECK BOX LGN BOX049 ....................... Pi

MANTIC ENTERTAINMENT

DUNGEON SAGA:
THE RETURN OF VALANDOR
Mortibris is bent on releasing the great Demon Lord Ba’el, Bane of the Mortal Kingdoms, from his eternal confinement. With his help, Mortibris intends to achieve his long-held goal of breaking down the barriers that exist between the mortal world and the realm of the dead. He cannot be allowed to succeed! This Quest Book continues the adventures in the Dungeon Saga core game with six new scenarios. Scheduled to ship in December 2015.

MGE MGDS03 ................................. $49.99

LEVEL 99 GAMES

LEVEL 99 GAMES

LEVEL 99 GAMES

MAYFAIR GAMES

MAYFAIR GAMES

MAYFAIR GAMES

CATAN: REPLACEMENT GAME CARDS
Here is a complete set of game cards for use with Catan. Components include 95 Resource Cards 25 Development Cards. Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

MFG 3121 ........................................ $10.45

CATAN DICE GAME CLAMSHELL EDITION
Roll! Play! Settle! Discover, explore, and settle Catan anywhere, anytime - even by yourself! The perfect portable adventure experience, the Catan Dice Game is a great casual introduction to the world of Catan, as players build settlements, roads, cities, and knights like the popular Catan board game, but on a smaller scale with embossed dice and a scoring pad. Challenge the odds and discover a fresh way to master Catan! Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

MFG 3120 ........................................ $13.00

CATAN: CITIES AND KNIGHTS REPLACEMENT GAME CARDS
Here is a set of replacement expansion game cards for use with Catan: Cities & Knights. Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

MFG 3122 .......................... $10.45
CATAN TRADERS AND BARBARIANS REPLACEMENT GAME CARDS
Here is a set of replacement expansion game cards for use with Catan: Traders & Barbarians. Scheduled to ship in November 2015.
MFG 3123 $10.45

HENGIST
Thirty years have passed since the Roman legions left Britain. The Picts and Scots have gained in power and are pushing inland. To save Britain, Vortigern has asked you and your brother Horsa to leave Saxony with your tribes and help protect Britain. Over the years he has become a little greedy, though, and does not pay you enough. Now, take matters into your own hands and take what is rightfully yours! You have good enough maps, strong fighters, and boats. There are so many towns, villages, monasteries, and estates waiting to be pillaged! Who will gain the most fame and fortune?

MALIFAUX BAD THINGS T-SHIRT
Scheduled to ship in November 2015.
(M) OWD 31003-M $28.00
(L) OWD 31003-L $28.00
(XL) OWD 31003-XL $28.00
(XXL) OWD 31003-XXL $28.00

ALPHABEAST SOUP LIMITED COLLECTORS EDITION BOOK
Concocted and prepared by celebrated scribbler Andy Hopp, Alphabeast Soup follows the whimsical adventures of an intrepid wizard and his loyal team of hopeless minions as they collect the bizarre ingredients of a mystical potion in the hopes of curing the tummy troubles of a gluttonous king. Scheduled to ship in January 2016.
S2P MOC60000 $24.95

G’ZOINK: EXPANSION 1 - THE DINGDOM OF THE DONG
This first expansion to G’Zoink introduces a new locale and 10 new lowdown cards to the Great Giggity Gigging Gallivant! Scheduled to ship in November 2015.
S2P MOC30006 $8.95

MALIFAUX REMI T-SHIRT
Scheduled to ship in November 2015.
(M) OWD 31002-M $28.00
(L) OWD 31002-L $28.00
(XL) OWD 31002-XL $28.00
(XXL) OWD 31002-XXL $28.00

THE YEAR IS 1619. Matthias, emperor of Germany, has gone to his grave. A year-old rebellion in the imperial province of Bohemia has divided the empire along religious and political lines. Bohemian rebels have elected a minor German prince, Frederick, elector Palatine, as their king. Protestant princelings rally to Frederick, elevating his status to that of a rival to Emperor Ferdinand II, Archduke of Austria, for the imperial throne. As mercenary armies are raised against Ferdinand, the Catholic King of Spain and Duke of Bavaria rally to his side. France and Sweden turn their attention to Germany. Friend and foe alike they buried beneath the arching shade of the lone jack oak. The American Civil War: both sides saw the other as “invaders,” so the fight quickly escalated to one of extreme violence. The fight seeceded up and down the main street of Lone Jack, and when the rebels fired the Cave Hotel, a Yankee stronghold, their advantage appeared decisive. Foster quickly gathered the remains of the fallen, already spoiling under the torrid sun. The battle of Lone Jack is one of the hottest and closest fought in the American Civil War. The American Civil War: both sides saw the other as “invaders,” so the fight quickly escalated to one of extreme violence. The fight seeceded up and down the main street of Lone Jack, and when the rebels fired the Cave Hotel, a Yankee stronghold, their advantage appeared decisive. Foster quickly gathered the remains of the fallen, already spoiling under the torrid sun. The battle of Lone Jack is one of the hottest and closest fought in the American Civil War.

FOCUS SERIES: NO. 5 LONE JACK
The American Civil War: both sides saw the other as “invaders,” so the fight quickly escalated to one of extreme violence. The fight seeceded up and down the main street of Lone Jack, and when the rebels fired the Cave Hotel, a Yankee stronghold, their advantage appeared decisive. Foster quickly gathered the remains of the fallen, already spoiling under the torrid sun. The battle of Lone Jack is one of the hottest and closest fought in the American Civil War. The American Civil War: both sides saw the other as “invaders,” so the fight quickly escalated to one of extreme violence. The fight seeceded up and down the main street of Lone Jack, and when the rebels fired the Cave Hotel, a Yankee stronghold, their advantage appeared decisive. Foster quickly gathered the remains of the fallen, already spoiling under the torrid sun. The battle of Lone Jack is one of the hottest and closest fought in the American Civil War.

FOLIO SERIES: NO. 5 LONE JACK
The American Civil War: both sides saw the other as “invaders,” so the fight quickly escalated to one of extreme violence. The fight seeceded up and down the main street of Lone Jack, and when the rebels fired the Cave Hotel, a Yankee stronghold, their advantage appeared decisive. Foster quickly gathered the remains of the fallen, already spoiling under the torrid sun. The battle of Lone Jack is one of the hottest and closest fought in the American Civil War. The American Civil War: both sides saw the other as “invaders,” so the fight quickly escalated to one of extreme violence. The fight seeceded up and down the main street of Lone Jack, and when the rebels fired the Cave Hotel, a Yankee stronghold, their advantage appeared decisive. Foster quickly gathered the remains of the fallen, already spoiling under the torrid sun. The battle of Lone Jack is one of the hottest and closest fought in the American Civil War. The American Civil War: both sides saw the other as “invaders,” so the fight quickly escalated to one of extreme violence. The fight seeceded up and down the main street of Lone Jack, and when the rebels fired the Cave Hotel, a Yankee stronghold, their advantage appeared decisive. Foster quickly gathered the remains of the fallen, already spoiling under the torrid sun. The battle of Lone Jack is one of the hottest and closest fought in the American Civil War.
**FRAGGED EMPIRE RPG: ADVENTURE 1 - LET SLEEPING GODS LIE**
The crew of The Ransom is hired by a Corp contact to salvage the remains of a living Nephilim Warship which recently floated out of the Monopoly Asteroid Belt. But ancient warships are not to be trifled with, and this one isn’t dead - merely hibernating! Let Sleeping Gods Lie is a Fragged Empire adventure suitable for characters with 3-5 Resources. Scheduled to ship in January 2016. IMP MUH050163 $14.95

**FRAGGED EMPIRE RPG: ADVENTURE 2 - GENETIC SPECTRES**
The Archons and the war are a hundred-years gone, and the Mechanoid threat barely forgotten. These strange, mechanical creations went into hibernation at the end of the war and have not reappeared - until now! Genetic Spectres is a Fragged Empire adventure suitable for characters with 6-10 Resources. Scheduled to ship in January 2016. IMP MUH050164 $14.95

**FRAGGED EMPIRE RPG: ANTAGONIST ARCHIVE 1**
A compendium of Factions, Locations, and NPCs for your players to contend with, the Fragged Empire Antagonist Archive 1 explores the darker corners of the Habrixis Sector and the Haven System. Scheduled to ship in January 2016. IMP MUH050162 $14.95

**HELIONOX - THE LAST SUNSET**
In the distant future, our civilization, spread throughout the solar system, relies on a Solar Lift for power. Through neglect (or sabotage) the Lift is now failing, and our very survival is at risk! In Helionox - The Last Sunset, a sci-fi deck-building strategy game, terrible events plague the solar system as the result of a dying sun. As Architects of the Future, players vie for influence among the remaining populace. Craft your deck with powerful faction cards, explore and exploit the system’s worlds, and gain the most influence so you can lead civilization to a new beginning in the wake of the Helionox. Scheduled to ship in December 2015. MB 1012 $24.99

**SPECIAL OPERATIONS EXECUTIVE: CHURCHILL’S SECRET AGENTS**
On average a Special Operations Executive (SOE) agent would be dead within three months of being dropped in the field. Terry Crowdy tells the extraordinary story of these agents utilized during World War II (1939-1945), some of whom were women as young as 22, following them through their experiences beginning with their recruitment and unorthodox training methods, particularly the unarmored combat training provided by the notorious Fairburn and Sykes partnership. Scheduled to ship in March 2016. OSP SUB829 $12.95

**PATHFINDER CAMPAIGN SETTING: INNER SEA FAITHS**
Harness the power of the divine and earn all the secrets of 15 powerful yet mysterious deities in Pathfinder Campaign Setting: Inner Sea Faiths. From Achaeket, god of divine punishment and patron of the deadly Red Mantis assassins, to Milani, vehement enemy of tyranny and slavery, to Naderi, goddess of romantic tragedy and forbidden love, this Pathfinder sourcebook details all the histories, dogmas, and rituals needed to enrich campaigns with divine lore. Scheduled to ship in March 2016. PZO 9290 $24.99

**PATHFINDER ADVENTURE PATH: HELLS VENGEANCE PART 2 - WRATH OF THRUNE**
Longacre remains in Thrune’s hands, but the knights of the Glorious Reclamation have conquered the town of Kantaria, where their goddess Lomedae once ruled as a mortal. Your villainous adventurers, now official agents of House Thrune, must retake the town, which is a holy site to the knights. Can your evil characters earn greater infamy and prestige for themselves by issuing the Glorious Reclamation a serious defeat in their greatest territorial gain so far, or will the rebellion continue unchecked across Cheliax? A Pathfinder Roleplaying Game adventure for 4th-level characters, Wrath of Thrune continues the Hell’s Vengeance Adventure Path. Scheduled to ship in March 2016. PZO 9104 $24.99

**PATHFINDER FLIP-MAT: TWISTED CAVERNS**
When the adventure goes subterranean, this double-sided map is perfect to use any time the heroes intrude into the deadly depths. This portable, affordable map measures 24” x 30”, and features a coated surface designed to handle any dry erase, wet erase, or even permanent marker. Scheduled to ship in March 2016. PZO 30072 $14.99

**PATHFINDER LEGENDS: MUMMYS MASK (AUDIO CD)**
Pathfinder Legends audio dramas adapt the world and characters of the bestselling Pathfinder Roleplaying Game. Each episode runs about an hour and features a cast of professional actors, sound effects, and music that immerse you into the dangerous and exciting world of Pathfinder! Scheduled to ship in March 2016. PZO BFPPATHCD008 $21.99

**PART 2 - EMPTY GRAVES**
PZO BFPPATHCD008 $21.99

**PART 3 - SHIFTING SANDS**
PZO BFPPATHCD009 $21.99

**PART 4 - SECRETS OF THE SPHINX**
PZO BFPPATHCD010 $21.99

**PART 5 - THE SLAVE TRENCHES OF HAKOTEP**
PZO BFPPATHCD011 $21.99

**PART 6 - PYRAMID OF THE SKY PHARAOH**
PZO BFPPATHCD012 $21.99
PATHFINDER PAWNS: HELL’S REBELS ADVENTURE PATH PAWN COLLECTION
Specific monsters and important NPCs from the Hell’s Rebels Adventure Path storm your tabletop with the Hell’s Rebels Adventure Path Pawn Collection, featuring more than 100 creature pawns for use with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game or any tabletop fantasy RPG! Printed on sturdy cardstock, each pawn presents a beautiful, full-color image of a monster or NPC from the Hell’s Rebels campaign, including devils, dragons, diabolic inquisitors, loyal companions, and dozens of unique pawns also suitable for representing player characters. Scheduled to ship in March 2016.
PZO 1018 ................................................................. $19.99

DRAGON BALL Z PERFECTION 2016
Scheduled to ship in February 2016.
BOOSTER BLISTER DISPLAY (20) PNA 88142-D ...................................................... $79.80
BOOSTER DISPLAY (24) PNA 88139-D ................................................................. $95.76

PASSPORT GAME STUDIOS

ANTARCTICA
Rescue mankind and make your fortune in Antarctica! In a distant future, the rising sea level and increased resource consumption has driven mankind to increase investment in polar research. Your objective in Antarctica is to develop research centers and to mine resources - for research purposes only, of course. Scheduled to ship in December 2015.
PGS ARG0019 .......................................................... $30.00

APOLLO XIII
Failure is Not an Option! NASA’s 1970 Apollo XIII mission has captured imaginations for decades due to its unbelievable dangers...and even more unbelievable triumphs. Against incredible odds, engineers at NASA overcame disasters of every kind to bring the entire Apollo XIII crew back to Earth safely. Apollo XIII tells the whole story of the mission through a card-driven system and cooperative play, tracing the story and highlighting all of the disasters that plagued the mission. Can you save the mission and return home safely? Scheduled to ship in December 2015.
PGS 110 ................................................................. $40.00

CV (CURRICULUM VITAE)
Have you ever wondered who you would have been if your life had gone differently? How would you direct your life if everything were up to you? Would you be a world traveler, a magician, or just a lazy bum? CV means curriculum vitae - your resume - and in the dice and card game CV you will lead a character through their entire life, making many choices about friends, relations, careers, and activities. Everything is possible: a dream job, new relationships and skills. You can be whoever you want in CV! Scheduled to ship in December 2015.
PGS 111 ................................................................. $35.00

MICROFILMS
A micro-deduction game set in the world of [redacted], [microfilms] pits spy against spy in the Ambassador’s high-stakes game of intel and intrigue. Be the first player to find the intel and reveal the identities of your opponents, and you’ll infiltrate the Ambassador’s organization. Reveal your hand too soon, and you’ll end up in the shark tank! Scheduled to ship in November 2015.
PGS LDR15900 .................. $25.00

SAVAGE WORLDS RPG:
Eldritch Skies - Distant Vistas Volume 1
From deep space mining and exploring strange new systems, to shedding light on the mysteries that reach to the very core of humankind’s voyages to the stars, Distant Vistas expands the Eldritch Skies universe with new options and new additions. Scheduled to ship in January 2016.
$2P BPI7506 .................. $14.95

STRATEGO WATERLOO
Relive and relight the Battle of Waterloo by leading your troops on as either Emperor Napoleon or the Duke of Wellington. Will you succeed in punching through Wellington’s lines before the arrival of the Prussians or will you, as Napoleon did, “Meet your Waterloo”? Scheduled to ship in December 2015.
PAT 7473 .................. $60.00

STRATEGG CONQUEST
Stratego: Conquest is an entirely new Stratego game designed for four players. Scheduled to ship in December 2015.
PAT 7474 .................. $50.00
Savage Worlds RPG: Winter Eternal

Winter Eternal brings post-post-apocalyptic fantasy to Savage Worlds! But, Winter Eternal explores what comes after the disaster, many years later when civilization is starting to thrive again. Now, centuries after a dying sun darkened forever, six refugee camps have evolved into massive cramped cities, heated and lit by magic and connected by enclosed roads called Archways. New technology in the form of “sunshards” help the world of Ehlerac take the first tentative steps into an industrial and steam age. This is an exciting time on Ehlerac and it falls to you to tell the stories of this dark, cold but not dead world. Scheduled to ship in January 2016.

S2P S2P30200 ...................................... $24.99

Pokémon USA

Pokémon TCG: XY BREAKpoint
A Rift Torn Between Worlds! The hour grows desperate, and two worlds stand at the brink! The XY-BREAKpoint expansion for the Pokémon Trading Card Game reveals the growing rift between the twin worlds, first discovered by Shiny Mega Gyarados-EX. As the rift tears through the skies, more Pokémon are drawn into the struggle, including Greninja BREAK, Luxray BREAK, and Mega Scizor-EX! Can they mend the rift and save both worlds from collision chaos? With over 120 new cards to add to your collection, the XY-BREAKpoint expansion introduces five new Pokémon BREAK featuring a recently introduced game mechanic, plus 11 new Pokémon-EX, including two Mega Evolution Pokémon. Scheduled to ship in February 2016. NOTE: This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.

Booster Display (36) PUI 80069 .......................................................... Pi
Collector’s Album Display (12) PUI 80107 ........................................... Pi
Elite Trainer Box PUI 80079 ............................................................. Pi
Theme Deck Display (8) PUI 80074 .................................................. Pi
Three Booster Blister Box PUI 80071 ............................................. Pi

Privateer Press

Hordes
Scheduled to ship in February 2016.

Minions Bog Trog Trawler Gatorman Solo
PPI 75069 ............................................. $19.99

Minions Hutchuck, Ogrun Bounty Hunter Character Solo
PPI 75063 ............................................. $24.99

Minions Swamp Gobber Chef Solo
PPI 75070 ............................................. $12.99

Trollblood Trollkin Dahunian Knot Unit (3)
PPI 71092 ................................................ $29.99

Boardgames That Tell Stories 2 Paperback
Featuring a selection of the best articles published at boardgamelit.com - one of the most influential blogs dedicated to modern board games - Boardgames That Tell Stories 2 not only gathers the best from Ignacy Trzewiczek, but also serves as a compilation of great stories about game design and game publishing written by game designers from all over the world, including Mike Selinker, Rob Daviau, Bruno Cathala, Michal Oracz, Vlaada Chvatil, and Antoine Bauza. Scheduled to ship in March 2016.

PSI PLG0487 ............................................. $25.00

Boardgames That Tell Stories Paperback
Boardgames That Tell Stories is a selection of 35 of the best articles published between 2010-2012 at boardgamelit.com - one of the most influential blogs dedicated to modern board games. This book not only gathers the best from Ignacy Trzewiczek, but also serves as a compilation of great stories about game design and game publishing written by game designers from all over the world, including Mike Selinker, Rob Daviau, Bruno Cathala, Michal Oracz, Vlaada Chvatil, and Antoine Bauza.

PSI PLG0463 ............................................. $25.00

Steamscapes - Asia

Asia in 1872 has thrown off the yoke of colonialism and embraced the industrial age. The nations of the Indian Alliance unite the subcontinent with railroads. Buddhist apothecaries from Viet Nam spread advanced medicinal learning throughout the region. Japanese war automats sweep into Chinese territory while the Qing Dynasty responds with its terrifying Dragon Airships. Thai elephant cavalry face-off against Burmese airboats as tensions rise along their border. Meanwhile, sea and air pirates threaten trade throughout the island and coastal nations of Southeast Asia. This second major setting book for Steamscapes includes extensive alternative historical backgrounds for over a dozen nations and regions, and offers detailed martial arts rules including full coverage of fifteen different historical forms from across the continent, plus information on the Apothecary profession, elephant cavalry rules, new airships, new weapons, and a new racial template for Japanese war automatons. Scheduled to ship in January 2016.

S2P FHI10011 ................................................. $44.99

Kaiser’s Gate - Field Manual Mounts Volume 1
From the Pegasus mounts of Greece to Russia’s magical huts, Kaiser’s Gate - Field Manual Mounts introduces you to the various cavalries being used during World War I. Scheduled to ship in January 2016.

S2P BPI1172 .................................................. $14.95

Savage Worlds RPG: Steamscapes - Asia

Asia in 1872 has thrown off the yoke of colonialism and embraced the industrial age. The nations of the Indian Alliance unite the subcontinent with railroads. Buddhist apothecaries from Viet Nam spread advanced medicinal learning throughout the region. Japanese war automats sweep into Chinese territory while the Qing Dynasty responds with its terrifying Dragon Airships. Thai elephant cavalry face-off against Burmese airboats as tensions rise along their border. Meanwhile, sea and air pirates threaten trade throughout the island and coastal nations of Southeast Asia. This second major setting book for Steamscapes includes extensive alternative historical backgrounds for over a dozen nations and regions, and offers detailed martial arts rules including full coverage of fifteen different historical forms from across the continent, plus information on the Apothecary profession, elephant cavalry rules, new airships, new weapons, and a new racial template for Japanese war automatons. Scheduled to ship in January 2016.

S2P FHI10011 ................................................. $44.99
WARMACHINE
Scheduled to ship in February 2016.

KHADOR GROLAR/KODIAK
HEAVY WARJACK KIT
PIP 33093 ........................................... $34.99

MERCENARIES STEELHEAD
HALBERDIERS/RIFLEMEN
UNIT (10)
PIP 41120 ........................................... $54.99

MERCENARIES STEELHEAD
HEAVY CAVALRY UNIT (5)
PIP 41128 ........................................... $89.99

RETRIBUTION OF SCYRAH
DAWGAR INVICTORS
UNIT (12)
PIP 35069 ........................................... $64.99

SPARTAN GAMES
DYSTOPIAN WARS
Scheduled to ship in December 2015.

EFFECTS SET
SGS DWSEX20 ........................................... $21.00

FEDERATED STATES OF AMERICA
RESTITUTION BATTLE ROBOT
SGS DWFS50 ........................................... $78.75

KINGDOM OF BRITANNIA
WINDSOR MOBILE FORTIFICATION
SGS DWKB50 ........................................... $78.75

TOKEN SET
SGS DWSEX19 ........................................... $21.00

FIRESTORM
PLANETFALL
Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

AQUAN PRIME GROUND
COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFAPO8 ........................................... $87.50

DINDRENZI FEDERATION
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFDFO8 ........................................... $87.50

SORYLIAN COLLECTIVE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFSC08 ........................................... $87.50

TERRAN ALLIANCE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFTA08 ........................................... $87.50

THE DIRECTORATE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFTD08 ........................................... $87.50

RED RAVEN

DINGO’S DREAMS
Dingo and his friends have gotten lost on Walkabout! Visit their dreams to lead them home! Scheduled to ship in March 2016. PSI RVMO11 ........................................... $19.99

PATHFINDER RPG: INHABITANTS OF THE DARK - SAVAGE DROW
The Savage Drow are a civilized race that favor strength above all else. Those that are weak are not fit to live and are shunned by their house and family. Within this Pathfinder-compatible supplement, you’ll find new and alternate racial traits for Savage Drow, as well as new feats, houses, factions, weapons, gods, and monsters both demonic and devilish. Scheduled to ship in November 2015. S2P SG0013 ........................................... $12.99

PATHFINDER RPG: UNDEAD EVOLUTION SERIES - WIGHTS
Face the might of the wight and see if you come out alive... or otherwise! The evil of the wight reawakens in this Pathfinder-compatible supplement featuring rules on how to play wights, plus information on a new race (Hail-Wight) and 10 new wights, from the Dire Wight, the Energy Wight, and the horned Harbringer Wight. Scheduled to ship in January 2016. S2P SG0030 ........................................... $14.99

SOLACE GAMES

RETRIBUTION OF SCYRAH DAWGAR SENTINELS UNIT (12)
PIP 35073 ........................................... $64.99

HORRORS IN THE NIGHT RPG
The darkness lives, the darkness breathes! In the Horrors in the Night, creatures emerge from the darkest corners to hunt you and feed on your screams! Powered by a re-envisioned system of the WEG d6 ruleset, Horrors in the Night features a character creation system with choices in background, education, and profession to help create your back story before you take up arms against the ever-encroaching night! Also included is an extensive list of Advantages, Disadvantages, and Special Abilities, completely reworked spells, an innovative Sanity System, and a monstrous bestiary. Scheduled to ship in January 2016. S2P SG0031 ........................................... $29.99

REDSHIFT GAMES

MORE KITTENS IN A BLENDER EXPANSION
This expansion for Kittens in a Blender adds 32 unique kittens to the game in two new groups, allowing for play with up to six players (or teams). It also has color-reminder cards, and “Flavors” that add a new dimension to the strategic play. If you are having trouble rescuing your kittens, and you really, really can’t keep them out of the blender, throw some vanilla extract or strawberries into the mix and make a smoothie! PSI RDS0102 ........................................... $7.99

HORRORS IN THE NIGHT RPG
The darkness lives, the darkness breathes! In the Horrors in the Night, creatures emerge from the darkest corners to hunt you and feed on your screams! Powered by a re-envisioned system of the WEG d6 ruleset, Horrors in the Night features a character creation system with choices in background, education, and profession to help create your back story before you take up arms against the ever-encroaching night! Also included is an extensive list of Advantages, Disadvantages, and Special Abilities, completely reworked spells, an innovative Sanity System, and a monstrous bestiary. Scheduled to ship in January 2016. S2P SG0031 ........................................... $29.99

SOLACE GAMES

RETRIBUTION OF SCYRAH DAWGAR
SENTINELS UNIT (12)
PIP 35073 ........................................... $64.99

DYSTOPIAN WARS
Scheduled to ship in December 2015.

EFFECTS SET
SGS DWSEX20 ........................................... $21.00

FEDERATED STATES OF AMERICA
RESTITUTION BATTLE ROBOT
SGS DWFS50 ........................................... $78.75

KINGDOM OF BRITANNIA
WINDSOR MOBILE FORTIFICATION
SGS DWKB50 ........................................... $78.75

TOKEN SET
SGS DWSEX19 ........................................... $21.00

FIRESTORM
PLANETFALL
Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

AQUAN PRIME GROUND
COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFAPO8 ........................................... $87.50

DINDRENZI FEDERATION
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFDFO8 ........................................... $87.50

SORYLIAN COLLECTIVE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFSC08 ........................................... $87.50

TERRAN ALLIANCE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFTA08 ........................................... $87.50

THE DIRECTORATE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFTD08 ........................................... $87.50

DYSTOPIAN WARS
Scheduled to ship in December 2015.

EFFECTS SET
SGS DWSEX20 ........................................... $21.00

FEDERATED STATES OF AMERICA
RESTITUTION BATTLE ROBOT
SGS DWFS50 ........................................... $78.75

KINGDOM OF BRITANNIA
WINDSOR MOBILE FORTIFICATION
SGS DWKB50 ........................................... $78.75

TOKEN SET
SGS DWSEX19 ........................................... $21.00

FIRESTORM
PLANETFALL
Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

AQUAN PRIME GROUND
COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFAPO8 ........................................... $87.50

DINDRENZI FEDERATION
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFDFO8 ........................................... $87.50

SORYLIAN COLLECTIVE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFSC08 ........................................... $87.50

TERRAN ALLIANCE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFTA08 ........................................... $87.50

THE DIRECTORATE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFTD08 ........................................... $87.50

DYSTOPIAN WARS
Scheduled to ship in December 2015.

EFFECTS SET
SGS DWSEX20 ........................................... $21.00

FEDERATED STATES OF AMERICA
RESTITUTION BATTLE ROBOT
SGS DWFS50 ........................................... $78.75

KINGDOM OF BRITANNIA
WINDSOR MOBILE FORTIFICATION
SGS DWKB50 ........................................... $78.75

TOKEN SET
SGS DWSEX19 ........................................... $21.00

FIRESTORM
PLANETFALL
Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

AQUAN PRIME GROUND
COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFAPO8 ........................................... $87.50

DINDRENZI FEDERATION
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFDFO8 ........................................... $87.50

SORYLIAN COLLECTIVE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFSC08 ........................................... $87.50

TERRAN ALLIANCE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFTA08 ........................................... $87.50

THE DIRECTORATE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFTD08 ........................................... $87.50

DYSTOPIAN WARS
Scheduled to ship in December 2015.

EFFECTS SET
SGS DWSEX20 ........................................... $21.00

FEDERATED STATES OF AMERICA
RESTITUTION BATTLE ROBOT
SGS DWFS50 ........................................... $78.75

KINGDOM OF BRITANNIA
WINDSOR MOBILE FORTIFICATION
SGS DWKB50 ........................................... $78.75

TOKEN SET
SGS DWSEX19 ........................................... $21.00

FIRESTORM
PLANETFALL
Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

AQUAN PRIME GROUND
COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFAPO8 ........................................... $87.50

DINDRENZI FEDERATION
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFDFO8 ........................................... $87.50

SORYLIAN COLLECTIVE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFSC08 ........................................... $87.50

TERRAN ALLIANCE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFTA08 ........................................... $87.50

THE DIRECTORATE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFTD08 ........................................... $87.50

DYSTOPIAN WARS
Scheduled to ship in December 2015.

EFFECTS SET
SGS DWSEX20 ........................................... $21.00

FEDERATED STATES OF AMERICA
RESTITUTION BATTLE ROBOT
SGS DWFS50 ........................................... $78.75

KINGDOM OF BRITANNIA
WINDSOR MOBILE FORTIFICATION
SGS DWKB50 ........................................... $78.75

TOKEN SET
SGS DWSEX19 ........................................... $21.00

FIRESTORM
PLANETFALL
Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

AQUAN PRIME GROUND
COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFAPO8 ........................................... $87.50

DINDRENZI FEDERATION
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFDFO8 ........................................... $87.50

SORYLIAN COLLECTIVE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFSC08 ........................................... $87.50

TERRAN ALLIANCE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFTA08 ........................................... $87.50

THE DIRECTORATE
GROUND COMMAND HELIX
SGS PFTD08 ........................................... $87.50
**GAMES**

**THE RELTHOZA GROUND COMMAND HELIX**
SGS PTR88.......................... $87.50

**FIREFLAME PLANETFALL**
Scheduled to ship in December 2015.

**TOKEN SET**
SGS PE001.......................... $21.00

**HALO: FLEET BATTLES**
Scheduled to ship in November 2015.

**ASSAULT CARRIER (CAS)**
SGS HFCV05.......................... $96.25

**PUNIC-CLASS SUPER CARRIER**
SGS HFUNOS.......................... $96.25

**SCENICS: ASTEROID SET**
Scheduled to ship in December 2015.
SGS SGSS19-NEW.................. $43.75

**IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN WHAT YOU SEE ON THESE PAGES, ASK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER TO RESERVE IT FOR YOU!**

**ULTRA-PRO**

**FORCE OF WILL PRO-BINDER**
Scheduled to ship in January 2016.
UPR 84698.............................. Pl

**POKEMON XY 9 FULL VIEW PORTFOLIOS**
Scheduled to ship in February 2016.
4-POCKET UPR 84618.................. Pl
9-POCKET UPR 84619.................. Pl

**HATSUNE MIKU PLAY MAT**
Scheduled to ship in December 2015.
UPR 84493.............................. Pl

**TASY MINSTREL**

**FLIP CITY: REUSE EXPANSION**
Flip City Goes Green! Recycle for some extra cash, or gum up the works for your opponents with a Plumber’s Office in this this expansion to Flip City. Scheduled to ship in March 2016.
PSI TTT3010........................... $9.95

**THAMES & KOSMOS**

**TALLY HO!**
The hunter becomes the hunted in this humorous two-player, tile-placement game! One player picks up the axe and rifle to assume the roles of lumberjacks and hunters, while the other player slips into the furs of foxes and bears. Both parties hunt ducks and pheasants - and each other - to earn points! Happy Hunting! Scheduled to ship in March 2016.
TAK 691837............................ $19.95

**THE ROSE KING**
England, 15th Century. On one side, the House of York, with its heraldic badge featuring a single, snow-white rose. On the other side, the House of Lancaster, its own heraldic rose depicted in blood red. The War of the Roses, a dynastic struggle for control of the English crown, has erupted between the two houses. In this thorny feud, players attempt to bring territories under their control, deploying their heroic knights to take over enemy territories and cause surprising upsets. Who will be crowned England’s new king?
Scheduled to ship in March 2016.
TAK 691790............................ $19.95

**WEASELPANTS PRODUCTIONS**

**REVENGE EXPANSION**
An expansion for Redshirts, the fast-paced, screw-your-buddies style card game, Leprechaun’s Revenge offers a new set of cards, featuring the evil protagonist, Leprechaun. (Don’t worry, there’s lots of other stuff in there, too!) Scheduled to ship in March 2016.
PSI WP378968.......................... $14.95

**VICTORY POINT GAMES**

**HUNT: THE UNKNOWN QUARRY BOX**
A bounty has been placed on the head of a monster terrorizing a small country town. Bounty hunters descend on the abandoned mansion where it is rumored to make its lair, each hoping to claim the prize; however, one of these hunters is actually the monster in disguise. Tread lightly, for the hunt has begun in this deductive combat game. Scheduled to ship in November 2015.
VPG HUNTBX............................ Pl

**NULL**

**UPPER DECK**

**VS SYSTEM 2PCG: THE DEFENDERS EXPANSION**
This 200-card expansion to VS System 2PCG features all-new playable content based on Marvel’s The Defenders. Scheduled to ship in January 2016.
UDC 857752............................ Pl

**STEVE JACKSON GAMES**

**STAR MUNCHKIN: GUEST ARTIST EDITION (LEN PERALTA)**
Celebrate 15 years of Munchkin with special Guest Artist Editions! Featuring far-out card illustrations by Len Peralta (Ten State, Exterminia), the classic space expansion for Munchkin gets a whole, new makeover that’s out of this world! In Star Munchkin, players are now Mutants, Cyborgs, and Cat People grabbing Lasers, Vibroswords, and Nova Grenades fighting Fanged Fuzzballs, Bionic Bimbos, and the fiendish Brain in a Jar! Scheduled to ship in March 2016.
SIQ 1518............................... $29.95

**HUNT: THE UNKNOWN QUARRY BOX**
A bounty has been placed on the head of a monster terrorizing a small country town. Bounty hunters descend on the abandoned mansion where it is rumored to make its lair, each hoping to claim the prize; however, one of these hunters is actually the monster in disguise. Tread lightly, for the hunt has begun in this deductive combat game. Scheduled to ship in November 2015.
VPG HUNTBX............................ Pl

**FORCE OF WILL MAGIC STONE FLIP BOX**
Scheduled to ship in February 2016.
DARKNESS UPR 84703.................. Pl
FLAME UPR 84700...................... Pl
LIGHT UPR 84699....................... Pl
WATER UPR 84701...................... Pl
WIND UPR 84702....................... Pl

**FORCE OF WILL PRO-BINDER**
Scheduled to ship in January 2016.
UPR 84698.............................. Pl

**POKEMON XY 9 FULL VIEW PORTFOLIOS**
Scheduled to ship in February 2016.
4-POCKET UPR 84618.................. Pl
9-POCKET UPR 84619.................. Pl

**HATSUNE MIKU PLAY MAT**
Scheduled to ship in December 2015.
UPR 84493.............................. Pl

**NULL**

**NULL**

**NULL**

**NULL**

**NULL**

**NULL**
**WIZARDS OF THE COAST**

**FEATURED ITEM**

**MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: DUEL DECKS**

**BLESSED VS. CURSED DISPLAY (6)**

Holy Warriors Unite Against the Unquiet Dead! A divine mission has once again united the Humans, Spirits, and Angels of Innistrad. Together, these protectors will stand against the shadows, fighting for humanity’s salvation. Evil rules the night! Shambling hordes of the dead roam free, their cemetery gates in ruins, as powerful Demons soar overhead. The fate of the living remains shrouded in darkness. Will you defend hope - or snuff it out? Duel Decks are a great way for two expert Magic players to face off against each other with ready-to-play, 60-card decks that contain powerful cards related to a specific theme and feature six exciting new cards from Shadows over Innistrad. Contents include two pre-constructed, 60-card decks, two Deck Boxes, 10 Creature Tokens, two Spindown Life Counters, a Strategy Insert, and a Rules Reference Card. **NOTE:** This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.

**WIZARDS OF THE COAST**

**FEATURED ITEM**

**MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: SHADOWS OVER INNISTRAD**

The first of two in the Shadows Over Innistrad block, this 297-card expansion for Magic: The Gathering is offered in Booster Packs, Fat Packs, Intro Packs, a Deck Builder’s Toolkit, and a Gift Box. **NOTE:** This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.

**MARVEL HEROCLIX: UNCANNY X-MEN**

**BOOSTER BRICK**

Showcasing a myriad of mutant mavericks and misanthropes - from classic X-stories to current X-events - the Marvel HeroClix: Uncanny X-Men expansion boasts 70 figures to collect, and features major sub-themes including the all-new X-Men, the Marauders, and Freedom Force! Each Booster Brick consists of ten 5-figure boosters. Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

**WIZARDS OF THE COAST**

**FEATURED ITEM**

**MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: SHADOWS OVER INNISTRAD**

The first of two in the Shadows Over Innistrad block, this 297-card expansion for Magic: The Gathering is offered in Booster Packs, Fat Packs, Intro Packs, a Deck Builder’s Toolkit, and a Gift Box. **NOTE:** This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.

**WIZKIDS/NECA**

**FEATURED ITEM**

**STAR TREK ATTACK WING: EXPANSION PACKS**

Borg Assimilator 84

U.S.S. Venture

Xindi Reptilian Warship

**NOTE:** This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.

**WIZARDS OF THE COAST**

**FEATURED ITEM**

**MAGIC THE GATHERING CCG: SHADOWS OVER INNISTRAD**

The first of two in the Shadows Over Innistrad block, this 297-card expansion for Magic: The Gathering is offered in Booster Packs, Fat Packs, Intro Packs, a Deck Builder’s Toolkit, and a Gift Box. **NOTE:** This item is sold to retailers in full displays. Please contact your retailer for availability.

**WIZARDS OF THE COAST**

**FEATURED ITEM**

**MARVEL HEROCLIX: UNCANNY X-MEN DICE AND TOKEN PACK**

Each Marvel HeroClix: Uncanny X-Men Dice & Token Pack contains two custom dice featuring the X-Men logo and six action tokens. Scheduled to ship in May 2016.

**WIZARDS OF THE COAST**

**FEATURED ITEM**

**MARVEL HEROCLIX: UNCANNY X-MEN FAST FORCES**

The time-traveling, all-new X-Men join forces with X23 to protect the earth from all threats to both human and mutankind! Designed for quick play and easy team-building for both tournaments and casual games, the Marvel HeroClix: Uncanny X-Men Fast Forces Pack comes with six HeroClix figures with all-new dial designs, a rules sheet, and a ClixFX base. Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
WZK 72258
MARVEL DICE MASTERS: CIVIL WAR TEAM BOX
Crafted from flexible, durable plastic with a magnetic closure, the Marvel Dice Masters: Civil War Team Box contains two internal boxes and three dividers to make organization of dice and cards fast and easy. Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
WZK 72262 ................................................... $19.99

WZK 72260
MARVEL DICE MASTERS: CIVIL WAR
90 COUNT GRAVITY FEED
Whose Side Are You On? Featuring fan-favorite characters like Spider-Man, Captain America, Iron Man, Wasp, Loki, Rocket Raccoon, and Taskmaster, the Marvel Dice Masters: Civil War Gravity Feed takes epic dice battles to thrilling, new heights! Introducing more than 30 heroes and villains (and their dice!), each Marvel Dice Masters: Civil War Foil Pack contains two cards and two dice that players can add to their Dice Masters collections. Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
WZK 72260 ................................................... $89.10

WZK 72265
MARVEL DICE MASTERS: CIVIL WAR DICE BAG
(CAPTAIN AMERICA/IRON MAN)
Measuring approximately 6.25” x 8”, complete with draw strings, this durable Marvel Dice Masters: Civil War Dice Bag features images of Captain America, Iron Man, and friends. Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
WZK 72265 ........................................... $24.99

WZK 72261
MARVEL DICE MASTERS: CIVIL WAR PLAYMAT
Measuring 24” x 13”, this durable and portable Marvel Dice Masters: Civil War Playmat displays all of the information one player needs for their Dice Masters game. The different play areas are color-coded with instructions and spaces for Character Cards, Basic Action Cards, and, of course, Dice! Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
WZK 72261 ................................................... $19.99

WZK 72258
MARVEL DICE MASTERS: CIVIL WAR STARTER
Whose Side Are You On? Introducing more than 30 heroes and villains (and their dice!), the Marvel Dice Masters: Civil War Starter Set features fan-favorite characters like Spider-Man, Nitro, Jessica Jones, Captain America, Iron Man, and more! Plus, Marvel Dice Masters: Civil War premieres the Thunderbolts and the New Warriors, as well as the “Enlistment” and “Resistance” mechanics! This innovative collectible contains everything two players need to play and allows players to increase their Dice Masters collections or jump straight into the excitement! Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
WZK 72258 ................................................... $19.99

WZK 72262
MARVEL DICE MASTERS: CIVIL WAR TEAM BOX
Crafted from flexible, durable plastic with a magnetic closure, the Marvel Dice Masters: Civil War Team Box contains two internal boxes and three dividers to make organization of dice and cards fast and easy. Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
WZK 72262 ................................................... $19.99

YCW 401773-D
MERMAID IDOL SUMMER SET
Join these bountiful bathing beauties for the Bermuda festa! This expansion set contains nine cards never before released in English from the highly popular Bermuda Triangle Clan, as well as three double-sided files.
YCW 401773-D ........................................... $19.99

YCW 401469
MARVEL DICE MASTERS: CIVIL WAR COLLECTORS BOX
Each Marvel Dice Masters: Civil War Collector’s Box comes with everything one player needs to play from the Starter Set including 20 custom dice (12 all-new pearlescent Basic Action Dice and eight all-new pearlescent Sidekick Dice), a felt dice bag, 10 Basic Action Cards, and four Indicator Cards, as well as a Full Art Proma Card, four Marvel Dice Masters: Civil War Foil Packs, and two dice storage trays designed to hold over 300 dice! Scheduled to ship in May 2016.
WZK 72265 ................................................... $89.10

YY CARD WORLD
CARDFIGHT VANGUARD TCG:
MERMAID IDOL SUMMER SET
Join these bountiful bathing beauties for the Bermuda festa! This expansion set for the Cardfight Vanguard Trading Card Game contains nine cards never before released in English from the highly popular Bermuda Triangle Clan, as well as three double-sided files.
YCW 401469 ........................................... $19.99

ZVE 6263
SHERMAN M-4
Release Date: TBD
ZVE 6263 ................................................... $4.95

ZVE 6264
M-3 LEE
Release Date: TBD
ZVE 6264 ................................................... $4.95

ZVE 6265
HOT WAR: M-109 S.P.G.
Release Date: TBD
ZVE 7422 ................................................... $9.95

ZVE 6266
ROMANIAN INFANTRY
Release Date: TBD
ZVE 6163 ................................................... $4.95

ZVE 6267
STUART US-TANK
Release Date: TBD
ZVE 6163 ................................................... $4.95

ZVE 6268
STUART US-TANK
Release Date: TBD
ZVE 6163 ................................................... $4.95

ZVE 6269
STUART US-TANK
Release Date: TBD
ZVE 6163 ................................................... $4.95

ZVE 6270
STUART US-TANK
Release Date: TBD
ZVE 6163 ................................................... $4.95

WYRD MINIATURES
WYR 20714
MALIFAUX: TEN THUNDERS KOMAINU (2)
WYR 20714 ................................................... $18.00

WYR 20714
MALIFAUX: KOMAINU
WYR 20714 ................................................... $18.00

ZVEZDA
YCW 401469
MERMAID IDOL SUMMER SET
Join these bountiful bathing beauties for the Bermuda festa! This expansion set contains nine cards never before released in English from the highly popular Bermuda Triangle Clan, as well as three double-sided files.
YCW 401469 ........................................... $19.99